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CORTINA

D ’AMPEZZO

SUMMER -

AUTUMN  2020

Cortina d’Ampezzo is a small town

nestled the Dolomites, a part of the

Eastern Alps. It is located in the North-

East of Italy, two hours north of Venice

by car, in the scenic Ampezzo valley.

With a thousand year old history and a

long tradition as a tourism destination,

Cortina d’Ampezzo has a great

heritage, having hosted the Winter

Olympics in 1956, and a bright future

as the venue of the 2021 Alpine World

Ski Championships and, together with

Milan, of the 2026 Winter Olympics.

Cortina is crossed by route SS 51 in a

North-South direction and the SS

48bis of the Dolomites in an East-West

direction. The motorway exits for

Cortina are A27-Belluno from the

South (72 km) 6 and A22 Bressanone

from the North (87 km). Cortina

Express, Flixbus and ATVO offer daily

bus services between Cortina

d’Ampezzo and the Venice Marco Polo

Airport and Mestre train station.

Nature, sports, beauty and lifestyle are
the elements that explain why Cortina
has been known for decades as the Queen
of the Dolomites.

The beauty of the Ampezzo Valley

attracts visitors from around the world

at any time of the year because of the

majestic peaks that surround it: the

Dolomites, a UNESCO World Heritage.
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4500 guest beds; one 5-star superior

hotel (the only one in the Dolomites),

three 5-star hotels, seventeen 4-star

hotels, many more excellent hotels,

inns, mountain huts, pensions,

private rooms and apartments, four

year-round campsites. More than 1

million overnight stays are recorded

each year.

400 km of marked hiking trails, dozens

of lodges and mountain restaurants

where to get some refreshments and try

out the local cuisine, numerous guided

tours and themed hikes, including the

open-air museums of the First World

War on the Cinque Torri and the

Lagazuoi. Expert hikers can try their

hand at many beautiful peaks, six of

which are over 3,000 m high.
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Mountain bike lovers will find in Cortina

d’Ampezzo 16 trails suitable for MTB

enthusiasts and families alike. E-bikes

can be rented in numerous rental shops.

7 superb cycle routes that start and

finish in Cortina d’Ampezzo are spread

along 700 km of spectacularly majestic

landscapes (Passo Tre Croci, Tre Cime di

Lavaredo; Passo Cimabanche, Passo

Falzarego, Passo Giau).

Cortina d’Ampezzo is surrounded by over 850

sport climbing routes and over 1,000 classic

and modern climbing routes. There is also the

opportunity to climb in the indoor climbing

centre Lino Lacedelli, offering some 80 routes

from 3b to 8b+ on 24m to 30 m walls. Cortina is

also famous for its many Via Ferratas: equipped

routes, prepared with metal cables, ladders,

steps, wooden walkways and suspended

bridges to facilitate passage in difficult points.

Accommodation Hiking & Trekking

Climbing & Via Ferrata routes Biking & Cycling



BE  FREE ,  

LET  YOURSELF  GO

In Cortina, summer 2020 is the season

to dream, feel free and explore. A

summer to let yourself go. 

The geography of the Ampezzo Valley

- wide, sunny, green and well

preserved - naturally conveys a sense

of freedom and the desire to explore,

and the Ampezzo Dolomites all

around it produce a sense of the

sublime with their unique sheer

beauty. 

The core values of freedom and

exploration are enhanced by the many

outdoor activities Cortina and the

Dolomites are famous for: what better

way to feel free than hiking in an

unspoilt forest, biking to a mountain

lodge or running past a placid Alpine

lake? 

Food is another way to explore

Cortina: a traditional recipe, an

innovative dish with local ingredients

or a glass of milk at a mountain farm

are all ways to get to know the

products and traditions of Cortina

d’Ampezzo in an authentic and

intimate way.

This is the time to explore the deep,

authentic facet of Cortina, and there is

plenty of new activities and services to

take every one of Cortina’s guests on

this adventure. Let yourself go.
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From time immemorial, the mountains have

been creating in humans a sense of admiration

and a need to explore. In the 19th century, the

first tourists came to Cortina led by a romantic

urge to get to places never reached before in

an effort to come closer to nature. Almost 200

years later, Cortina is still a gateway to Nature.

With a web of 400 km of hiking trails, Cortina is

a world to explore. Summer 2020 brings with it

new offers and activities to discover a territory

that has been protected and preserved for

centuries.

30 years of the Natural Park of the
Ampezzo Dolomites
2020 marks the 30th anniversary of the Natural

Park of the Ampezzo Dolomites: three decades

lived under the banner of sustainability,

environmental protection and preservation of

the local fauna and flora.

The Park is the result of the fruitful, long-

running collaboration between the Veneto

Region and the Regole d'Ampezzo –

centennial local institution in charge of

preserving the collective natural, cultural and

economic heritage of Cortina, with the aim of

granting the good of future generations.

The 11,200 hectares of protected unspoilt

nature, which contain no residential

settlements or sport facilities, include breath-

taking mountain ranges such as the Tofana,

Fanis, Col Bechei, Croda Rossa d’Ampezzo and

Cristallo, but also a wide variety of natural

habitats that, together with the low-level

impact of forestry and pastoral areas, give rise

to an unusually rich biodiversity.

A WORLD (HERITAGE) TO EXPLORE



The extensive mountainous territory is home to

several easy-to-spot animal species such as

marmots, deer, ibexes and eagles, as well as to

fascinating endemic plants among which the

beautiful orchid Scarpetta Madonna

(Cypripedium calceolus) and the Sempervivum

dolomiticum, the star-shaped red flower symbol

of the park and only found in the Dolomites.

A 300 kilometres-long network of roads and trails

allows visitors to explore the area’s major

mountain passes like Falzarego, Cimabanche and

Tre Croci, while eight vie ferrate and six equipped

trails reminiscent of World War One await

adventure seekers and history lovers. 

For further information about the Park see:

www.dolomitiparco.com

Cortina Dolomiti Ultra Trekking
Cortina Marketing, the Tourism Board of Cortina

d’Ampezzo, together with the local mountain

guides Guide Alpine Cortina, designed a new

offer for the summer season 2020, which enjoys

the patronage of the UNESCO Dolomites

Foundation. 

The Cortina Dolomiti Ultra Trekking is a trek of

about 7 days with 6 nights in mountain lodges

and traditional alpine farms, of 132 km and over

6,700 m of height difference. 

Hikers will discover the most iconic locations of

the UNESCO Dolomites in a unique multi-stage

trek while enjoying the many local culinary

specialities. The trek was designed to reveal the

enchanted locations of a hidden Cortina and its

surroundings, making it possible to experience

the Dolomites by hiking from one mountain

lodge to the next, walking amongst forests, rivers,

alpine farms, traditional Ladin villages, lakes and

peaks that are part of the UNESCO World

Heritage List: an experience that will remain in

your heart for a lifetime.

On the official website of Cortina d’Ampezzo it is

possible not only to find out all details of the

route but also to see the trek with a 3D map

showing a complete aerial view.

They are ideal for people searching for the beauty

of solitude, in contact with nature. Discover them

with the local mountain guides Guide Alpine

Cortina, who are ready to accompany people who

appreciate authentic Alpine settings along nine

“secret” guided itineraries. These routes offer views

on stunning panoramas and secret corners and

include the exploration of unique geological

formations and strategic spots discovered during

the First World War.

Cortina has a silent, hidden side, made of seldom-

visited locations, evocative for their silence.

Hidden Cortina: 9 concealed routes
in the Dolomites
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Even when we think we know a place perfectly,

there is always something we have missed: a

hidden corner, an unbeaten path, an unusual

glimpse, a story never heard. The dense network

of trails and ledges that intertwine on the vast

territory of Cortina leads anywhere, or nearly so.

Careful management of the territory has

protected it from excessive exploitation,

preserving marvellous places - sometimes

unknown even among locals. Perhaps they are

sometimes not easy to access, but worth reaching.



Hidden Cortina, the new initiative of the mountain

guides Guide Alpine Cortina, aims to take lovers of

the Queen of the Dolomites to the discovery of

secret worlds of authentic beauty. Hidden Cortina

features nine guided itineraries to be explored

with adventurous spirit, respecting nature and its

inhabitants. 

Here the first of the nine itineraries:

The Polin ledge 

This route follows the path of Alberto Polin, a

local soldier who, during the First World War,

discovered and conquered a semi-concealed

ledge that provided access to a strategic point

overlooking the Travenanzes valley from the

Tofane mountains, enabling the Italian troops to

organise their supplies. 

It starts from the mountain lodge Rifugio Dibona:

you flank the Tofane mountains from the gully

Forcella Col dei Bos, and then go down into the

Travenanzes valley and back up using the via

ferrata route Scala del Minighel, the first

equipped via ferrata in Cortina d’Ampezzo and

the Dolomites. 

From the ledge, you climb the gully Forcella

Fontananegra, continue to the mountain lodge

Rifugio Giussani and then carry on until you

return to the starting point. If you would like to

try a more Alpine path, you can take the “ferrata

sabotata” (the "sabotaged ferrata route"), which

starts near a cave and reaches the southernmost

extremity of the Polin ledge.

Total ascent: about 900 m

Time required: 7 hours

Difficulty: moderate/difficult 

Equipment required: rope, equipped climbing

route kit, helmet 

Find out all itineraries here. 

For further info and reservations contact Guide

Alpine Cortina: www.guidecortina.com
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https://www.cortinamarketing.it/en/hidden-cortina-hiking-dolomites/


Cortina on FatMap and Outdooractive 
To encourage people to be free and explore the gorgeous outdoors of the Ampezzo Valley,

its most famous highlights as well as less-known spots, Cortina Marketing has uploaded a

series of itineraries on FATMAP and Outdooractive. Going on-line is a move to inspire

tourists to use less printed maps and brochures and to find basic information in a quicker,

smarter way. FAPMAP and Outdooractive are websites and apps where outdoors lovers can

find mapped itineraries and information about sports activities including hiking, mountain

biking, trail running and many more. Visit FATMAP to find inspiration for hikes in Cortina,

flying over the trail on a 3d map or reading our guidebooks. The 3d map of each itinerary is

also integrated in the hiking session of our website, next to the description of each hike.

The FATMAP app can be downloaded and used to navigate during your sports activities.

Cortina d’Ampezzo is also on Outdooractive, thanks to its collaboration with Dolomiti

Superski and the Veneto Region. The app maps a huge variety of sporting activities and can

be used also to navigate during the activity thanks to its geo-location service.
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Autumn is a season of calm, of preparation and of inner exploration. Nature

quickly transforms to prepare for winter, producing some of the most beautiful

landscapes, and exploring a natural setting becomes a way of inner exploration.

This is one of the best times to discover Cortina in a slower and more intimate

way, when the town goes back to a slower pace and the woods become yellow,

orange and red. To make this possible, two new trails are under construction and

will be unveiled in time for autumn 2020.

AUTUMN

THE  SEASON  OF  THE  SOUL



TWO NEW HIKING TRAILS TO
EXPERIENCE AUTUMN IN
CORTINA

Gores de Federa 
Gores de Federa (Gorges of Federa) is a new

hiking trail developed by the local Institution

Regole d’Ampezzo in the Natural Park of the

Ampezzo Dolomites: the trail, immersed in

the enchanting area of Federa, in about two

hours brings the visitors to the alpine farm

Malga Federa, located in a wonderful

clearing. From the signpost, hikers will enter

the pristine forest of Federa and follow the

trail among little waterfalls, gorges and

streams and cross the five little bridges on

the Ru Federa torrent. After a walk of a

couple of hours, they will reach Malga Federa,

an alpine farm in a large pasture from which

the panorama is just outstanding, offering a

view on the mountains Becco di Mezzodì,

Pomagagnon, Cristallo and Faloria.

Animals such as cows, donkeys and horses

pasture there, offering a very authentic and

bucolic atmosphere.

Podestagno Castle
The castle of Podestagno was built in the 14th

century North East of Cortina in a very

strategic position to control the road going

from Venice to Tirol. The castle stood in a

remote and lonely 14 place on a rock at an

altitude of 1,512 metres with a very strategic

view from the Ampezzo Valley to

Cimabanche. In 1783 the castle was sold to

the Municipality of Ampezzo, the ancient

name of Cortina, and a slow demolition

began in 1794. The last ruins were demolished

by the italian troops in 1915-1917 and the high

ground became a location for observers and

light artillery. A new trail has been build to

enhance the area and its history. The trail

reaches the Castle of Podestagno starting

from the Bridge of Ru Felizon in a circular

path going around the south wall of

Podestagno.

The path Gores de Federa was inaugurated in

2019 with an incredible success and for the

autumn 2020 it will be extended still

following the course of Ru Federa torrent and

its stunning waterfalls, meadows and gorges,

making the experience even more magical.
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The crag is of great botanical interest due to

special thermophilic plants that grow there; in

addition the area is home to some endemic

species that live in sheltered rocky environments in

the Alps, such as the small fern Asplenium seelosii,

the Artemisia nitida, a beautiful yellow flower and

the Viola pinnata. 

The trail is very scenic: hikers will go over a

stunning ledge equipped with metal cables and

wooden fences, they will be able to enter and

discover a big cave and reach afterwards a sunny

clearing covered with grass and flowers and finally

the castle and the great view over Cortina.

Desmonteà, Cortina’s traditional
cattle descent fest
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Autumn is not just a spectacular season, but also the

moment when Cortina goes back to a more

traditional daily life, with fewer tourists around and

everyone preparing for the winter. This is the time

when cows, donkeys, horses and sheep come back to

town after a summer spent in high-mountain

pastures around the Ampezzo Valley: it’s the cattle

descent, or desmonteà, as locals call it.

The desmonteà is a festive day by tradition: it used to

be a very important moment of the year, marking the

end of the warm season and the return in town not

only of cattle, but also of shepherds and cowherds. In

Cortina, the cattle descent is still celebrated around

half October every year. On the day of the

desmonteà, the area around the bus station is

packed with cows, donkeys and other animals for

everyone, and especially kids, to admire. 

Local farmers sell their products at small stands, kids

can have a mid-morning snack with local food and

everyone is invited to have a traditional mountain

lunch with sausage, polenta and local cheese at the

marquee erected for the occasion.

But why is cattle taken to high-mountain pastures in

the first place? It is for them to eat different types of

grass, drink the best water and live in the most

pristine environment. This reflects on the food they

produce! For example, it is proved that cows

spending the summer in the mountains produce a

cheese richer in omega-3 acids.



NATURAL ,  AUTHENTIC  FLAVOURS

Cortina d’Ampezzo: 
a majestic landscape picnic 

Because of Cortina’s location and history, the local

cuisine is a blend of Italian and Tyrolean flavours,

with the addition of a sprinkle of innovation

brought to you by our many great chefs. 

In Cortina we are approaching the upcoming

mountain Summer treating our guests to a new

outstanding experience: signature dishes of the

traditional Ampezzo cuisine, as well as the more

trendy recipes, to take away for your breathtaking

landscape picnic on the Dolomite mountains.

Your well deserved, dream holiday on the Italian

Alps is true: no matter if your travel for a family

walk, a romantic excursion, a solo hike, or a

trekking with friends, you can enjoy the liberty to

totally immerse yourself in nature, without the

hassle of thinking of a safe way to eat out.

The signature dishes of the Ampezzo cuisine

with its traditional flavours, as well as the more

trendy recipes, are now take-away, freshly

prepared for you by experienced chefs. You can

have the pleasure of tasting a mouthwatering

lunch or dinner outdoor, on a flowery meadow,

while sipping a glass of wine, a handcrafted

local beer, your favourite cocktail or healthy

drink: whatever you like the most, in Cortina

d’Ampezzo.

Alpine farms, treasure chests of local
cuisine
In the Alps malga, which could be translated as

Alpine farm, is the building where traditionally

shepherds and cowherds live in the summer,

when cows, sheep and other animals graze on

mountain pastures.
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In the Ampezzo Valley several Alpine

farms have maintained their traditional

use, with animals grazing all around,

but at the same time they have

transformed, becoming also

refreshment places welcoming hikers

and other guests.

Indeed, a malga is the perfect place to

experience the strong link between

tradition, the territory and food that is

so central to the local cuisine. They

serve mostly traditional recipes,

oftentimes using local and self-

produced ingredients. 
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A malga is the ideal refreshment place

during a hike, to recharge with some well-

deserved food followed by a flavoured

grappa while sitting in a sun-kissed

terrace and admiring the beautiful

surroundings. But it can be a great place

to head to also for a day out, especially

with kids, who can play in nature and

familiarize with the animals.

The malgas of Cortina play an important

role not only in tourism, but also in

keeping traditional activities alive and in

protecting the environment, preserving

the century-long balance between nature

and humankind typical of Cortina.



SWITCH  OFF  TO

RECONNECT

There hardly is a single recipe for

happiness and wellbeing. These may come

from many different things, as long as we

can find the right balance. Balance is the

key, be it finding our inner, emotional

stability or the right equilibrium between

our private and work lives. 

What better place than Cortina to start

these journeys to reconnect with nature

and with oneself?
better breath control for stress

management and for optimization of

energy consumption;

improvement of concentration in order to

avoid distraction errors;

enhancement of strength, balance and

flexibility.

The activities are practised in breathtaking

sceneries of rare beauty, in the heart of the

Natural Park of the Ampezzo Dolomites: an

archipelago of rocky peaks, a treasure chest

of biodiversity and pure beauty, which not

surprisingly became a UNESCO World

Heritage Site. 

These scenic, unspoiled and magical

environments sparkle positive energy and

make it an ideal setting for yoga classes.

The lessons are aimed at:

Find out here further information and prices.

For reservations contact the Guide Alpine

Cortina: www.guidecortina.com

Delicious Yoga Mountain Active
From June to the end of the Summer

season the local mountain guides Guide

Alpine Cortina in collaboration with the

Cortina Delicious Team have conceived a

new exciting offer, combining climbing or

via ferrata routes and the ancient art of

yoga: the Delicious Yoga Mountain Active.
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Smart  working hol iday in
Cort ina

In Cortina d'Ampezzo hotels and

mountain  lodges  alike are equipped

with large desks and free high-speed Wi-

Fi connection to offer  to  their guests all

the ingredients for a perfect working-

holiday, with an enchanting view on  the

magnificent UNESCO World Heritage

mountains: the Dolomites. If you are

planning to work and reinvigorate your

soul and body at the same time, Cortina

is a real pleasure to all your senses.

Smell: breathe-in deeply, and inhale

the therapeutic pine tree scent

and the fresh air coming through the

open window. You will sleep tight like

a baby.

Taste: savour the authentic flavour

and taste of Cortina's cuisine during

your lunch break, have a typical Italian

aperitif in Cortina d’Ampezzo's town

centre full of traditional and trendy

shops, sipping your favourite drink, a

glass of prosecco, a local drink or a

handcrafted beer. 

Touch: step on the green grass of the

wide Ampezzo Valley, in the woods,

back in contact with the

essence  of  mother nature.  Hug a tree

to feel their calm and comfort. Pet a

cow while visiting an alpine farm.

Touch the Dolomite rock,  still warm

after a long sunny day. Walk along the

paths of the Natural Park of the

Ampezzo Dolomites in the summer

light, or under a starry sky that makes

everything even more unique,

as is Cortina.

Sight: stop staring at your laptop’s

screen, blink, and admire the

surrounding landscapes from your new

desk, immersed in the natural beauty of

the Pale Mountains,  watching the

spectacular show of the elegant

Enrosadira phenomenon at sunset. 

Hearing: remove your earphones from

the last online job meeting and find new

inspiration listening to the sound of the

wind blowing through the trees and the

water flowing down the rivers. Immerse

yourself in the deep and calm sound of

silence offered by the mountains, and try

a yoga session in the early morning

before work, or in the evening watching

the magical colors of the sunset. 
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The Mountain Guides in Cortina offer

many special activities designed for the

after work: from an e-bike tour to a short

via ferrata, from a hike to the summit of

a mountain for a sunset to a climbing

session outside or in the indoor climbing

center. 

All these activities will take your mind

away from the daily routine and work

stress and will give you an energy boost 

and sense of freedom.

The companies Asd Fairplay and Sport Par

Pize  have designed a variety of activities that

families can rely upon: while parents are

working, their children will enjoy many activities

outdoor in the company of professionals. 

A Smart Working Holiday in the Queen of the

Dolomites is a perfect way to make your

working day as satisfying and enjoyable just as

on holiday. 

Check out here all hotels, mountain lodges and

activities for a perfect working holiday in Cortina

d'Ampezzo.

https://www.dolomiti.org/storage/10104/Smart-Working_Holiday-mailing-list-Eng.pdf


A  HIDDEN  SIDE

OF  CORTINA

10 “secret” locations in the Queen of

the Dolomites Famous for the beauty

of the Dolomites UNESCO World

Heritage site, its many outdoor

activities in every season, its cultural

appointments, its wealth of culinary

specialities and its lifestyle, the

destination also has a less familiar

side, well worth discovering. In 10
visits. 

10 curiosities,  10 more reasons  to

discover Cortina all year round from a

new perspective, with a one-day tour:

ancient castles, mysterious frescoes,

legends interweaving love and war,

sacred locations rich in art and

history: 10 alternative proposals to

discover the hidden side of the

Queen of the Dolomites.
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Find out here Cortina’s 10 secret locations.

https://www.cortinamarketing.it/en/discover-cortina-dampezzo-10-secret-locations-in-the-queen-of-the-dolomites/


MUSEUMS  AND

EXHIBIT IONS

Ethnographic museum Regole
d’Ampezzo 

This museum, housed in a renovated

sawmill, is a testament to the deep link

between tradition, human activity and

nature that has been existing for

centuries in the Ampezzo Valley. 

The museum tells the story of the Regole

d’Ampezzo, a century-old institution that

has been managing common natural

resources in Cortina since time

immemorial, allowing people to live in

the difficult mountain environment and

shaping the traditions and lifestyle of

people of Cortina. 

Modern Art Museum Mario Rimoldi 

Few people know Cortina is a treasure

chest not only of natural wonders, but also

of art. The Mario Rimoldi museum has one

of Italy’s best collections of paintings from

the 20th century, testifying to Cortina

being a cultural centre for the Italian art

scene of the time. The museum, located in

the central and historic building Ciasa de

ra Règoles, is well worth a visit for its

collection, and even more so when special

exhibitions are in place.

In Summer 2020, the museum hosts "I

mille di Sgarbi", an analysis of the state of

contemporary art in Italy by Vittorio

Sgarbi, arguably Italy’s most famous art

critic. The exhibition is open until 16th

August and will then be followed by a new

project.
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https://musei.regole.it/Etno/index_en.php
https://musei.regole.it/Rimoldi/index_en.php
https://musei.regole.it/Rimoldi/index_en.php


Lagazuoi EXPO Dolomiti 
The Lagazuoi EXPO Dolomiti is a venue for meetings and exhibitions located next to the

top station of the Lagazuoi cable car, at over 2,700m above sea level. 

In Summer 2020, until 10th September, Lagazuoi EXPO Dolomiti hosts the Lagazuoi

Photo Award. The scrutiny of a photographer deconstructs and reconstructs an image,

narrates a reality, delves into our relationship with the world. This is the “mission”

assigned to the candidates - the photographers selected to put forward their works

dedicated to the Dolomites for the Lagazuoi Photo Award. 

In Autumn, from 12th September to 18th October, it will showcase the exhibition “K2:

double reportage of a huge undertaking”, with photos and a video about the 2014

expedition “K2, 60 years later”, which took place 60 years after the conquest of K2 by

local climber Lino Lacedelli in 1954.
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A NEW LOOK FOR THE

QUEEN OF THE DOLOMITES

Cortina is investing heavily in renovation and improvements involving different sectors and

infrastructure: accommodation, roads, electricity lines, high speed fiber, ski lifts and slopes. 

It was since the preparation for the 1956 Olympics that the town didn’t live such an intense

phase of joint public and private investment.



The historic Hotel Ancora, located in

the town center of Cortina, has been

bought by fashion entrepreneur

Renzo Rosso and will undergo some

renovations soon, in order to open for

the winter season with a refreshed

look.

Falkensteiner,  one of South Tyrol’s

most successful family-run holiday

hotel groups, will open a new Hotel in

Cortina.

5*L Cristallo, a Luxury Collection Resort

and SPA, has renovated its SPA. The

1,600 m2 wellness area has been

rejuvenated with the use of local,

traditional materials like stone and

woods and features state of the art

equipment.

5* Grand Hotel Savoia, after a

management change, is undergoing

renovations and will open again for

next winter season.

4* Hotel Europa renovated all rooms in

a modern-traditional style and has

recently reopened with the addition

of a new bistrot to their offer.

Local businesses are making huge efforts

to be best prepared for the 2021 World

Ski Championships and 2026 Winter

Olympics. In particular, the hotel sector is

buzzing with renovation works, ranging

from refreshing rooms and common

areas to expanding properties and all the

way to completely renovating properties

that had been closed for the last few

years. 

Here is a recap of the main renovation

Cortina’s hotels have recently completed,

are starting or are undergoing.

4* Ambra Cortina Luxury & Fashion

Boutique Hotel renovated its look with

a makeover of the exterior.

3* Hotel Ciasa Lorenzi,  located next to

the bus station, after renovating the

restaurant and bar area last year is

now renovating all rooms as well and

will open again for winter season

2020-21.

3* Hotel Natale is renovating all rooms

on the ground floor, increasing their

size and adding large balconies to all

rooms.

3* Hotel Pontechiesa added a new Spa

in the attic with a Finnish Sauna, a

steam bath, a kneipp path, two

emotional showers, a relax area as

well as a small fitness area.

3* Sport Hotel Cortina (also known as

Hotel Barisetti),  located in a strategic

position next to the new Freccia nel

Cielo gondola, the ice skating rink and

the indoor climbing gym, increased

the size of many rooms and added

two large suites to the hotel.

3* Hotel Trieste renovated all the

rooms and bathrooms, the restaurant,

the common areas and the ski room.

3* Hotel Villa Alpina renovated a part

of the rooms in a cozy, modern alpine

style.

3* Hotel Da Beppe Sello renovated a

part of the rooms.

Hotel  renovat ions
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In addition, the works to  build the new

gondola Son dei Prade - Bai de Dones have

started and will  be completed by January

2021. This new cable car will link the Tofana

and Lagazuoi-5 Torri-Giau ski areas reducing

traffic towards the Falzarego pass; thereby

lowering CO2 emissions. Another new lift

will be operating from the next winter

season: the new chairlift in Ra Valles, for

which work has already started.

Take a dive in Cortina
The new swimming pool of Cortina will be

completed by 2021 in Guargné, a highly

panoramic area only a few minutes from

Cortina’s town centre. The swimming

facility will also include a SPA and a

restaurant to complement the wellness

experience. 

As regards infrastructure, the works

on the slopes Olympia, Vertigine,

Druscié A have been completed and

a new slope has been created: the

Lino Lacedelli slope in Cinque Torri is

the first Italian public slope

dedicated to training sessions and

competitions and equipped with all

the safety features. The new Freccia

nel cielo gondola has been operating

since last winter season linking

Cortina to Col Druscié, while a new,

modern avalanche control system

has been implemented to protect

the whole ski area in Pomedes – Ra

Valles; finally, the Rumerlo Finish

Area has been redesigned and

completed.

New lifts for winter season
2020-2021

Work in progress at the Codivilla
Hospital
The complete renovation works at

the Codivilla Putti Hospital have

begun. The facility aims at

becoming the new jewel in the

crown of the Veneto Region’s health

system and a rehabilitation facility

of excellence, also in preparation for

the major sporting events of the

upcoming years.



SUMMER  AND  AUTUMN  

MAIN  EVENTS

Una Montagna di Libri 
11th July - 20th September 

Una Montagna di Libri, literally “a mountain of

books”, is has been taking to Cortina some of

Italy’s and international best writers since 2009.

The presentation of each book is an opportunity

to discuss literature, technology, art and politics. 

While many presentations are in Italian, some

feature international writers and journalists and

can, therefore, be enjoyed by any English speaker. 

See the programme for details:

www.unamontagnadilibri.it

All around Masi 
From 4th July to 6th September at Masi
wine bar 

A journey to discover the different shades of

Masi wines with an experienced sommelier,

who will take you on this trip among

perfumes and tastes of a high altitude

tasting. The event is organised upon

reservation.

Info & reservation:

gastronomia@freccianelcielo.com

+39 0436 862372 | +39 340 7750891
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Forest Bathing 

From 4th July to 6th September at Col Druscié
Hug a tree, try to perceive its vital lymph, which

from the roots goes up to the leaves, always

looking for the sunlight and appreciating the

silence and the freedom of being in contact with

nature, after so much time spent inside your

homes. This is “Forest Bathing”: an afternoon

coloured in green, which is concluded with a

special dinner in Col Druscié. The event is

organised upon reservation. Info and reservation:

info@guidecortina.com | +39 0436 868505

Coppa d’Oro delle Dolomiti
23rd-26th July 
The first edition of the Coppa d’Oro delle

Dolomiti took place in 1947 as a pure speed race;

today, the Coppa d’Oro is a classic regularity race

for vintage cars, manufactured until 1971. It

entered history thanks to the particularity and

charm of the circuit inserted in the unique

scenario of Cortina and the Dolomites, UNESCO

World Heritage.

www.coppadorodelledolomiti.it/en/

Guided tour through the Open Air Museum on
Lagazuoi 
All days from 25th June to 9th October, except in
case of bad weather
Just a century after the end of the First World

War a re-enactor wearing the uniform of the 3rd

Regiment of the Tiroler Kaiserjäger, in full kit,

illustrates the events from the Great War on Mt.

Lagazuoi, scene of tragic battles between the

Italian and Austro-Hungarian troops and

improves our understanding of the tangible

dimension of history. No entrance fees, but

donations are welcome. 

Climb & Ride
16th-29th July, 6th-9th August, 27th-30th August
and 10th-13th September
The mountain guides school Guide Alpine

Cortina offers four days of adventure and full

immersion in nature. The programme puts

together e-bike, via ferratas and climbing to

reach the top of some of Cortina’s mountains. 

You will explore every day beautiful areas,

including in the Natural Park of the Ampezzo

Dolomites, and sleep at one of the traditional

mountain lodges. Upon reservation. Info:

info@guidecortina.com | +39 0436 868505

Yoga at high altitude
From 23rd July to 3rd September on Thursdays
There is no better way to begin the day with then

to do a surya namaskara (sun salutation), in front

of the most beautiful and famous mountains of

the Dolomites. The yoga lessons will be organised

on the terrace of Ristorante Col Druscié 1778.

Once finished your exercises, you will be able to

taste a totally natural breakfast. The event is

organised on previous reservation. Info and

reservation: +39 348 0460980 

Sentieri d’Arte - Arcipelago Fossile (Art Trails -
Fossil Archipelago)
25th July-2nd November 2020 

Sentieri d’Arte is an exhibition concept

premiering with the exhibition Arcipelago fossile.

The exhibition takes place along the trail Gores de

Federa, unwiding between gorges and waterfalls,

and the trail Pian de ra Spines, along river Boite.

Art and nature come together, within an

innovative concept of exhibition in which art

pieces and installations are found along the trail

and are inspired by the surrounding nature, and

in particular by the Dolomites’ geology. 

Arcipelago Fossile showcases pieces by artists

Alessandro Ferri, Federico Tosi and T-yong Chung,

is directed by Fulvio Chimento and Carlotta

Minarelli and is organised by Associazione

Controcorrente, Regole d’Ampezzo and Cortina’s

Arts High School. Info: museo@regole.it | +39 0436

8766222 | www.regole.it

Ludwig van Beethoven - Cortinateatro
31st July, 8:45pm at the Alexander Hall 
Coriolan Overture Op. 62. Symphony no. 7 in A

major. Concert master and conductor: Marco

Angius. Orchestra di Padova e del Veneto.

Info: +39 0436 869086; info@musincantus.it
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In punta di forchetta (At fork’s end)
4th August, 8pm at Cristallo Resort and SPA
Cristallo joins forces with Simone Padoan, chef of

I tigli, a famous gourmet pizzeria, to propose a

unique menu for a special dinner. Tel: +39 0436

88 11 11; restaurantmanager@cristallo.it 

Discovering the Sun
From 5th to 26th August, on Wednesdays
This Summer, “Helmut Ullrich” astronomical

observatory is opening its doors even during the

day to let you admire from nearer the

characteristics of the sun, this mysterious and

fascinating star, which will make you discover

new information, useful also to understand some

changes undergoing in our world. 

Info: gastronomia@freccianelcielo.com | +39 0436

862372 – +39 340 7750891

Re-enacting history - Mount Averau, Rifugio
Averau
2nd August 2020
On Sunday 2nd August, from 9am to 2pm a

group of re-enactors in historical uniform from

the Association Welsch Tiroler Historische

Vereinigung will stage a big representation in the

emplacements with uniforms, rifles and a

cannon. At lunch time “military ration” will be

served in the mess tins of mountain hut Rifugio

Averau. In addition, it will be possible to taste the

“coffee of war”, made using dried figs prepared

according to the original recipe used by the

Austrian imperial Army. Further information:

rifugioaverau@gmail.com  | 0436 4660335 - 0436

6868066

Re-enacting history - Cinque Torri, Rifugio
Scoiattoli
2nd August 2020
On Sunday 2nd August, from 9am to 5pm, over

40 re-enactors in historical uniform from all over

the world will stage a big representation in the

emplacements. Further information:

 deliciouscortina@dolomiti.org | 0436 2863

Astro-dinners
From 7th to 28th August on Fridays
The Moon, the stars, constellations, planets, good

food, and wines to be tasted will be the

protagonists of this special night. Astrodinners are

the right occasion to combine the curiosity and

joy of admiring with your own eyes the wonders

of the starry sky with the pleasure of tasting the

combination of dishes, prepared just for this night

and combined with the wines of well-known

vineyards. After the dinner, you can have a visit to

the Astronomical Observatory together with an

experienced guide, who will unveil all the

mysteries of the firmament just for you. 

The event is organised upon reservation. Info and

reservations:

gastronomia@freccianelcielo.com

+39 0436 862372 – +39 340 7750891

Best of the Alps Cup powered by Audi
8th August at Cortina Golf
The Best of the Alps Gold Cup brings together the

golf courses of some of the most iconic Alpine

destinations. On the 10th edition, Cortina

d’Ampezzo will be the second leg, with a nine-

hole Texas Scramble. Info: 

www.bestofthealps.com/en/golf-cup/cortina/

Calici di stelle (Goblets of stars)
8th August, 5pm at Hotel de la Poste
Taste a selction of regional and national Italian

wines accompanied by local food of Cortina’s

tradition on the terrace of central Hotel de la

Poste. The event will continue with a tasting

menu dinner, on reservation, coupling incredible

food and wines. Wine tasting with one food

tasting: 25€ on site, 20€ on-line pre-sale; extra

dishes: 5€. Tasting dinner including wine and

water: 60€ (vegetarian option available). Wine

tastings + tasting dinner: 70€ (only on pre-sale).

Info: +39 0436 3271 - info@delaposte.it Pre-sale:

www.veneziaeventi.com/ticket/
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Circus-Alpinism show “Au bout des doigts” -
Cortinateatro 

8th August, 8:45 pm at the west face of the 5
Torri - Rifugio Scoiattoli
An exciting night show of circus-alpinism by

director and choreographer Piergiorgio Milano

on the Cinque Torri, one of the most famous rock

formation of the Dolomites. Au bout des doigts is

a dance performance challenging verticality,

through the elegance, naturalness and

unpredictability of sport climbing with a unique

and particular atmosphere, almost utopian. 

Info: +39 0436 869086 - info@musincantus.it

Art exhibition “Hitler did not want this art”
8th - 31st August - Farsetti Art Gallery
The art exhibition “Hitler did not want this art”

(Hitler non voleva questa pittura), starting on 8th

August, is curated by the art critic Demetrio

Paparoni and collects art pieces censored in ‘44

of the famous painter De Chirico, as well as other

masterpieces all from private collections, thus yet

little known. The artists featured in the exhibition

were disliked by the Nazi regime either for “race”

reasons (for example Modiglioni was Jewish) or

because of the content (everything that was not

realistic was banned).

The night of falling stars
12th August 

Take the new gondola Freccia nel Cielo to Col

Druscié enjoy a dinner at the Masi Wine Bar al

Druscié and look for falling stars in the sky of the

Queen of the Dolomites, far from the city lights,

making your most hidden wishes. The event is

organised upon reservation. Info and reservation:

gastronomia@freccianelcielo.com | +39 0436

862372 – +39 340 7750891 

Concert of ancient music with the duo Na
Fuoia
13th August   from 11:00 am - Mountain hut
Rifugio Lagazuoi 
On 13th August the duo Na fuoia (Andrea Da

Cortà and Annachiara Belli) will perform on the

panoramic terrace of the mountain hut Rifugio

Lagazuoi, a wonderful location at 2,752 m with a

stunning view of Dolomites.
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The two musicians will perform a repertoire of

popular folk music of the province of Belluno,

retrieved in ancient manuscripts: authentic

traditional music, handed down and well

preserved from generation to generation.The

concert starts at 11:00 and is free of charge.

Rifugio Lagazuoi can be reached by cable car or

hiking.

Further information and contact:

rifugio.lagazuoi@dolomiti.org | +39 0436 - 867303

Ferragosto dinner at Hotel de la Poste
14th August 
Historic Hotel de la Poste celebrates the mid-

summer holiday of Ferragosto with a dinner and

party open to the public, upon reservation.  Info

and reservations: +39 0436 4271 |

eventi@delaposte.it

Ferragustando 2020 
15th August, from 1pm - Hotel Cristallo
Restaurant
Marco Pinelli, executive chef of Cristallo, a Luxury

Collection Resort and Spa, proposes a lunch that

is an ideal trip through Italy. The meal will feature

specialties from some of Italy’s most beautiful

locations.

La Traviata - Cortinateatro
16th August, 8:45pm at the Alexander Girardi
Hall
One of the world’s most famous operas brought

to you in Cortina by the Coro Lirico Veneto and

the Orchestra Regionale Filarmonica Veneta.

Music by Giuseppe Verdi, libretto by Francesco

Maria Piave Concert master and director: Gerardo

Felisatti.

Info: +39 0436 869086 - info@musincantus.it

Opera singing masterclass - Cortinateatro
1st-4th September
Elisabetta Tandura and Alexandra Bochkareva will

hold a four-day masterclass of opera singing with

the Istituto Musicale Dea Zima. Info: +39 0436

869086 - info@musincantus.it



The Four Seasons - Cortinateatro
3rd September, 8:45pm at the Alexander Girardi
Hall
The Enslemble I Virtuosi Italiani will play one of

Vivaldi’s most famous concerts, The Four Seasons,

a music description and tribute to the different

times of the year.

Concert master and director: Alberto Martini Info:

+39 0436 869086 - info@musincantus.it

Opera concert - Cortinateatro
4th September, 6pm at Piazza Angelo Dibona
The masterclass students will perform an opera

concert accompanied on the piano by Alexandra

Bochkareva.

Info: +39 0436 869086 - info@musincantus.it

Lagazuoi Landscape Photographic Marathon
5th September, from 10am to 5pm at Lagazuoi
Expo Dolomiti
On Saturday 5th of September the Lagazuoi Expo

Dolomiti will host a Photographic Workshop

coordinated by Denis Curti, artistic director of the

Casa dei Tre Oci in Venice.  The title of the

workshop is Lagazuoi Landscape Photographic

Marathon and is dedicated to high-altitude

landscape photography. The guest of honor is

the well-known photographer Olivo Barbieri, who

won the Lagazuoi Photo Award 2020 and who is

exhibiting his work “Dolomites Project 2010” at

the Lagazuoi Expo Dolomiti. 

The workshop begins in the morning with the

introductory talk by Denis Curti, then the

participants will have 2 hours to take pictures on

Mt. Lagazuoi and afterwards, participants can

present their photos to a jury made up by Denis

Curti, Olivo Barbieri and Stefano Illing, creator of

the exhibition complex. The jury will choose the

best photo, which will be exhibited for a year at

the entrance to the Lagazuoi EXPO Dolomiti.

The workshop is for professional and amateur

photographers and the registration fee (lunch

and cable car ride included) is € 50.

Registration: 

info@lagazuoiphotoaward.org | website
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StrEat Chef - On 12th September, people will

tour three of Cortina’s most famous

restaurants starting from the town centre, for

an incredible culinary experience.

StrEat Lunch - On 13th September, a banquet-

style table will be set on pedestrian Corso

Italia for an open air, safran-themed lunch in

an unusual setting. 

The Queen of Taste
11th-13th September
The Queen of Taste is a food festival offering the

very best of Cortina’s cuisine in a gourmet style

bringing together some of the best chefs from

Cortina and the surrounding valleys. The two days

will host different events offering everyone the

chance to try the best of Cortina’s cuisine in

street-food style as well as in more traditional

formats. 

Info and reservations: 

thequeenoftaste.cortinaforus.it |

info@cortinaforus.it

Observation of the sky at 2416 m of altitude
18th-19th September 2020
In collaboration with Astronomitaly, the  Averau

Mountain Hut – one of the best stargazing site in

Italy – celebrates the Apollo 11 lunar mission and

its crew, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, the first

people to step onto the lunar surface on 20th July

1969.

Two days of New Moon, combined with an

excellent position of the Milky Way, allow the best

view of the year. Two professionals equipped with

optical instruments for the observation of the

sky will be available to anyone who wants to

stargaze. The astronomical observation with 2

professional operators and 2 telescopes is

schedule for Friday 18th September and costs 10

€. On Saturday 19th September visitors can

experience a 3D journey through the cosmos and

observation of the sun with a special Coronado

Solar Telescope. The Virtual Reality sessions are

individual activities and last about 15 minutes

each.

https://lagazuoi.it/EN/Events-Other-events-page70-LAGAZUOI-LANDSCAPE-PHOTOGRAPHIC-MARATHON
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Car meeting Raduno Fiat Cinquecento Città di
Cortina d’Ampezzo
19th-20th September
Cortina’s Fiat 500 car meeting, now in its 6th

edition, offers two days of geographical and

culinary exploration of the Dolomites.

E-Bike GP International Super Cup
19th-20th September
The first professional e-bike circuit, organised in a

way similar to the MotoGP and the Ski World

Cup, will have its first leg in Cortina. The Rumerlo

track will highlight the competitors’ ability as

well as the performance of the e-bikes.

www.ebike-gp.com

Delicious Festival Dolomiti
25th-26th September
A sporting, cultural and culinary event that aims

at valuing Cortina d’Ampezzo’s historical, natural,

alpine and enogastronomic heritage. For two

days, culinary arts and sport will come together

for a series of trail running and climbing

competitions, together with recipes prepared by

local restaurant owners at the Pala Delicious in

Pocol. There will be two trail running

competitions combined with tastings of the

chef’s dishes in the dining locations: the 44.2 km

Delicious Trail Dolomiti and the 22.9 km Short

Delicious Trail Dolomiti. In addition, there will be

a climbing competition in the magnificent

Cinque Torri climbing area. www.delicioustrail.it

From Venice to Hollywood - Cortinateatro
27th September, 8:45pm at the Alexander
Girardi Hall
The Orchestra Giovani Archi Veneti and

saxophone player Federico Mondelci will take us

on a music journey linking Hollywood and the

city of water. Info: +39 0436 869086 -

info@musincantus.it

Guided tours with historical re-enactors in the
Great War Open Air Museum
Daily on Mount Lagazuoi for the whole Summer
Every Saturday and Sunday of July and August
between the Passes Giau and Falzarego
Re-enactors wearing the uniform of the 3 rd

Regiment of the Tiroler Kaiserjäger, 

Falzarego and Giau Passes - Reservation by

6:00 PM of Thursday for tours on Saturday and

by 18:00 of Friday for tours on

Sunday: info@collesantalucia.eu | 347 6189044

Lagazuoi - Reservation  at the ticket office of

the cable car Lagazuoi: 0436

867301  |  Rifugio  Lagazuoi: 0436

867303  |  freefall59@gmail.com | erdmann-

gartenpflege@gmx.de

in full kit, illustrates the events that took place

during the Great War on Mt. Lagazuoi, Giau Pass

and Falzarego Pass, scenes of tragic battles

between the Italian and Austro-Hungarian troops.

The tour lasts about one hour and can be booked

it in advance or directly with the re-enactor at the

top station of the cable car Lagazuoi or at the

Lagazuoi refuge.



The official organization for the promotion, communication and

territorial marketing of Cortina d’Ampezzo, the Queen of the

Dolomites

For Cortina’s Accommodation and Activity Guide click here. 

For Cortina’s Official Guide click here.

For further information and pictures, please contact:

Foreign Markets Office 
promotion@cortinamarketing.it 

cortina.dolomiti.org | cortinamarketing.it 

T. +39 0436 866252.
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